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Abstract 12 
Closed-loop Reverse Electrodialysis is a novel technology to directly convert low-grade heat into electricity. 13 
It consists of a reverse electrodialysis (RED) unit where electricity is produced exploiting the salinity gradient 14 
between two salt-water solutions, coupled with a regeneration unit where waste-heat is used to treat the 15 
solutions exiting from the RED unit and restore their initial composition. One of the most important advantages 16 
of closed-loop systems compared to the open systems is the possibility to select ad-hoc salt solutions to achieve 17 
high efficiencies. Therefore, the properties of the salt solutions are essential to assess the performance of the 18 
energy generation and solution regeneration processes. The aim of this study is to analyse the influence of 19 
thermodynamic properties of non-conventional salt solutions (i.e. other than NaCl-aqueous solutions) and 20 
their influence on the operation of the closed-loop RED. New data for caesium and potassium acetate salts, 21 
i.e. osmotic and activity coefficients in aqueous solutions, at temperature between 20 and 90°C are reported 22 
as a function of molality. The data are correlated using Pitzer’s model, which is then used to assess the 23 
theoretical performance of the whole closed-loop RED system considering both single and multi-stage 24 
regeneration units. Results indicate that KAc, CsAc and LiCl are the most promising salts among those 25 
screened. 26 
Keyword: Closed loop reverse electrodialysis, multi-stage evaporative regeneration unit, potassium acetate, 27 
caesium acetate, osmotic coefficient, Pitzer’s model. 28 
 29 
1 Introduction 30 
Salinity Gradient Power (SGP) is a renewable energy originating by mixing two salt solutions at different 31 
concentrations. Currently, three different technologies are proposed to exploit such energy: Pressure Retarded 32 
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Osmosis (PRO) [1,2],Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) [3,4] and CAPacitive MIXing (CAPMIX) [5]. 33 
Conventional open-loop SGP technologies exploit natural salinity gradients, e.g. river water and seawater. In 34 
recent years, the application of SGP in closed-loop has gained attention in the scientific community. SGP in 35 
closed loop may be regarded as an integrated system where one of the SGP processes (i.e. PRO, RED or 36 
CAPMIX) is coupled with a thermal regeneration process in which waste heat is used to restore the initial 37 
condition of the saline solutions exiting from the SGP unit [6].  38 
The most interesting aspect in closed-loop operation is the possibility to select an ad-hoc saline solution to 39 
enhance the overall performance of the integrated process. A mindful choice of the artificial saline solution 40 
ensures (i) the availability of large amounts of Gibbs free energy of mixing, (ii) low energy consumption in 41 
the regeneration unit to restore the original concentration levels of feed solutions, (iii) use of waste heat at low 42 
temperature. Waste heat is a widely available source. It has been estimated that the waste heat potential in EU 43 
is ~110 TWh/y, about of 50% of which is represented by waste heat at temperature level below 200°C [7]. 44 
Depending on the choice of the artificial saline solution, a variety of different processes can be developed for 45 
the regeneration stage. These can be grouped in two main categories: (i) solvent extraction processes and (ii) 46 
salt extraction processes. Solvent extraction processes make use of waste heat in order to transport solvent 47 
from the exhausted concentrate stream to the exhausted dilute one. In this case, different evaporative processes 48 
may be used, such as Multi Effect Distillation (MED)[8], Membrane Distillation (MD)[9] or Adsorption 49 
Desalination (AD)[10]. Conversely, salt extraction processes move the salt from the exhausted dilute to the 50 
exhausted concentrated solution. In this case, a promising option is the use of thermolytic salts, which 51 
decompose in gaseous species when increasing the temperature of the solution above the salt decomposition 52 
temperature, thus being easily separated by a stripping unit [11]. 53 
Among all the strategies proposed, this work is focused on SGP closed-loop system in which a RED unit is 54 
coupled with a generic solvent-extraction evaporative process. Reverse electrodialysis is a membrane-based 55 
process able to convert the salinity gradient between a concentrate and dilute ionic solution into electricity. A 56 
typical RED stack consists of an alternating series of Cation Exchange Membranes (CEMs) and Anion 57 
Exchange Membranes (AEMs) placed between two electrodes. The membranes are typically separated by 58 
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mechanical spacers, which ensure stability of the channels where the two solutions are fed in an alternating 59 
fashion. In this way cations and anions are forced to move from the concentrate channel to the adjacent dilute 60 
one, although in opposite directions. Electrodes are located at both ends of the stack where redox reactions 61 
take place, converting the ionic flux into an electronic flux (i.e. an electric current). As a result, the two outlet 62 
solutions have lost their original concentration level, thus requiring a regeneration step in order to be reused 63 
as a feed for the RED process. In a solvent-extraction evaporative regeneration unit, waste heat is used to 64 
evaporate part of the solvent from the concentrate stream, restoring the initial concentration of salt. The 65 
produced solvent is mixed with the dilute solution to restore its initial concentration. The primary performance 66 
indicator relevant to the thermally driven evaporative process is the specific thermal consumption and the 67 
operating temperature, which affect the exergetic and energetic efficiency of the integrated system. These 68 
parameters depend on several aspects such as process configuration (e.g. single stage or multi stage) and 69 
solution properties (e.g. Boiling Point Elevation, Heat of vaporization, Specific Heat).  70 
The selection of the most suitable salt solution must take into account a number of factors, which characterize 71 
the closed-loop system. The optimal salt for RED should have (i) high solubility in water, (ii) high salt activity 72 
coefficients at high concentrations and (iii) high conductivity. The solubility and the activity coefficients 73 
strongly influence the RED process performance in terms of electro-motive force (e.m.f.) and consequently 74 
the power density, but also the energy density (or Gibbs free energy of mixing, kWh/m3) As an example, the 75 
solubility of sodium chloride (NaCl) in water is 6.15 molar (26.45 gr. salt/100 gr. solution) at 25°C [12], while 76 
the e.m.f. is around 0.2V per cell-pair when a saturated NaCl solution is mixed to a dilute one (0.05M) [13]. 77 
Other inorganic salts, such as lithium chloride (LiCl), lithium bromide (LiBr), caesium acetate (CsAc), 78 
potassium acetate (KAc), have a remarkably higher solubility [14,15], allowing, in principle, to obtain much 79 
larger values of Gibbs free energy of mixing. 80 
Solution conductivity is another important property, as it affects the electrical resistance of the two solutions. 81 
In particular, the dilute channel electrical resistance represents the most important contribution to the overall 82 
stack internal electrical resistance [16].  83 
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As reported by Tamburini et al. [13] the use of non-conventional salt solutions can result in values of e.m.f. 84 
and power density significantly higher than conventional NaCl solutions. In particular, the use of the above 85 
mentioned salts (LiCl, LiBr, KAc and CsAc) can lead to values up to 6 times higher [13].  86 
For the evaporative regeneration step an optimal salt solution must have low Boiling Point Elevation (BPE) 87 
and low enthalpy of vaporization. The enthalpy of vaporization influences the heat consumption of the 88 
evaporative unit, while the BPE affects the temperature of the heat source required and can limit the number 89 
of stages of a multi-stage evaporative process [8]. The latent heat depends mainly on the solvent nature. Water 90 
is the most used solvent, while organic solvents provide a lower latent heat. Therefore, the use of organic 91 
solvents can theoretically reduce the specific energy consumption but, due to low salt solubility, low solution 92 
conductivity and reduced compatibility with the membrane material, the power production is negatively 93 
affected so that the choice of such solvents is not viable. The BPE depends on the nature of the salt and on its 94 
concentration.  95 
Recent studies on closed loop reverse electrodialysis using solvent extraction regeneration unit have been 96 
mainly focused on modelling analyses of the system using conventional NaCl aqueous solutions. In particular, 97 
Tamburini et al. [13] analysed the performance of a RED-MED HE adopting a very simplified modelling 98 
approach. Results indicated a maximum electrical generation efficiency of 5% (27.9% exergy efficiency) using 99 
current state of the art systems, while efficiency around 15.4% (86% exergy efficiency) may be obtained in 100 
future scenarios, thanks to system’s improvements. Long et al. [17] carried out a parametric study on a hybrid 101 
MD-RED system, indicating a maximum electrical generation efficiency of 1.15%. Hu et al. [18] performed a 102 
detailed theoretical analysis on the performance of a hybrid MED-RED heat engine. A maximum electrical 103 
generation efficiency of 1% was found coupling a RED unit with a 10 effects MED unit powered by low grade 104 
heat at 95 °C.  105 
To further explore the potentials of closed-loop RED technology, however, such analysis should not be limited 106 
to the use of conventional NaCl salt solutions. At the contrary, the study of system performance with non-107 
conventional (i.e. ither than NaCl) salts solution could lead to significant performance enhancements, opeing 108 
room for further deveoplemnts of this technology. To this aim, detailed information about thermodynamic 109 
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properties of novel electrolyte solutions is needed, though such kind of information is often not fully available 110 
in the literature. 111 
The thermodynamic characterization of salt aqueous solutions requires the calculation of osmotic and activity 112 
coefficients in solution. The most accurate approach is the ion interaction model of Pitzer [19], where the 113 
model parameters describing the interaction of ions in solution have to be determined from experimental data. 114 
For common salts like NaCl [20], LiCl [21,22], KCl [23], several data are published in the literature but only 115 
few thermodynamic data are available for less common salts such as the acetate salts. These salts show 116 
interesting properties, which make them suitable for utilization in closed-loop RED system. Beyer and Steiger 117 
[24] carried out experiments for the determination of the Pitzer’s model parameters of sodium acetate (NaAc). 118 
They measured partial pressures and evaluated the corresponding osmotic coefficients from a temperature of 119 
278.15 K to 313.15 K and a molality of 0.65 mol/kgs to 6.47 mol/kgs. Equilibrium data of potassium and 120 
caesium acetates have been measured in a small range of concentrations (from 0.1 to 3.5 mol/kgs) at 298 K 121 
[25–27] and further investigation is needed to extend this range.  122 
This work focuses on (i) the collection of novel thermodynamic data on CsAc and KAc and (ii) the analysis of 123 
the influence of thermodynamic properties (i.e. osmotic and activity coefficients) of NaCl, LiCl, NaAc, CsAc 124 
and KAc water solutions in a closed-loop RED system. A specific measurement cell was developed to assess 125 
the boiling point elevation of LiCl NaCl and the above-mentioned acetate salts. The new vapour pressure 126 
measurements were used with available literature data to regress Pitzer’s model parameters which allow to 127 
describe the osmotic and activity coefficients of potassium and caesium acetates in a wide range of temperature 128 
(20-90°C) and molality (up to 9 molal). The calculated osmotic and activity coefficients for KAc CsAc, LiCl, 129 
NaAc and NaCl, were used to evaluate and compare the different Gibbs free energies of mixing and the thermal 130 
energy consumptions coupled with the maximum number of stages practicable in a multi-stage evaporative 131 
regeneration. Finally, also thermal and exergy efficiencies of the closed-loop RED system were analysed.  132 
  133 
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2 Thermodynamics of electrolyte solutions 134 
When an electrolyte is in contact with a polar solvent (e.g. water) a solvation process occurs: the solvent 135 
molecules (dipoles) interact with the ions, orienting themselves in the direction of the electric field and 136 
reducing the electrostatic force of the electrolyte lattice. As result of the solvation process, the electrolyte is 137 
separated into cations and anions uniformly disperse in the solvent. Due to the ion-ion and ion-solvent 138 
interactions, the behaviour of the solvent and solute in an electrolyte solution deviates from the ideal case when 139 
solute concentration increases. These deviations are thermodynamically accounted by means of activity 140 
coefficients for ions and solvent.  141 
The chemical potential of individual ionic species (μi) can be written as: 142 
 𝜇𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖
0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑎𝑖 (1) 143 
in which 𝑎𝑖 is the activity of the i
th ion in the solution and 𝜇𝑖
0 is the chemical potential of the ith ions in the 144 
standard state (J/mol), T is the absolute temperature (K) and R=8.3144 J/ (mol K) is the universal gas constant. 145 
Thermodynamic measurements yield properties of the solute and not of individual ionic species. Thus, the 146 
chemical potential for a generic electrolyte (MX) is given by: 147 
 𝜇𝑀𝑋 = 𝜇𝑀𝑋
0 + 𝜈𝑅𝑇 ln(𝑚±𝛾±)  (2) 148 
The 𝜇𝑀𝑋
0  term is a combination of the chemical potentials of the two ions in the standard state (J/mol), 𝜈 =149 
𝜈+ + 𝜈− is the number of ions generated by the complete dissociation of the salt, 𝑚±(mol/kgs) and 𝛾± are the 150 
geometrical average of molality and activity coefficient of the two ions (coinciding with salt’s ones for the 151 
case of monovalent salts). It is worth mentioning that the reference state for the solute is that of infinite 152 
dilution in the solvent, i.e. 𝛾± → 1 as 𝑚± → 0. 153 
For the generic solvent, the chemical potential is defined as: 154 
 𝜇𝑠 = 𝜇𝑠
0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑎𝑠 (3) 155 
in which 𝑎𝑠 is the solvent activity and 𝜇𝑠
0 is the solvent chemical potential in the standard state (J/mol). For the 156 
solvent the normal reference state is used, i.e. that of the pure liquid at the same temperature and pressure of 157 
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the mixture. Pressure effects are negligible and therefore no Poynting correction factors are needed. 158 
The solvent activity in electrolyte solutions is given by the ratio of the solution fugacity (𝑓𝑠) (bar) and pure 159 
water fugacity(𝑓𝑠
0) (bar) at the saturation temperature: 160 
 𝑎𝑠 =
𝑓𝑠
𝑓𝑠
0 (4) 161 
If ideal behaviour in gas phase is assumed, equation (4) simplifies to: 162 
 𝑎𝑠 =
𝑝𝑠
𝑝𝑠
0 (5) 163 
where ps and 𝑝𝑠
0 are the solution vapour pressure and the pure water vapour pressure (bar), respectively. 164 
Equation 5 links measurable properties (i.e. vapour pressure measurements) to the activity of the solvent and 165 
the osmotic coefficient 𝜙, which characterise the deviation of a solvent from ideal behaviour. The osmotic 166 
coefficient is related to the activity coefficient according to: 167 
 𝜙 =  
−1000 𝑙𝑛 𝑎𝑠
𝑀𝑊𝑠 ∑ 𝜈𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑖
 (6) 168 
where 𝑀𝑊 is the molar mass of the solvent (g/mol), 𝑚𝑖 is the electrolyte molality in the solution (mol/kg), 𝜈𝑖 169 
is the number of each ith ions generated by the complete dissociation of the salt.  170 
The osmotic coefficient and the activity coefficient are related by the Gibbs-Duhem equation [1,13], which 171 
eventually leads to the following relationship: 172 
 − ln 𝛾± = ∫ (1 − 𝜙)𝑑 ln m
𝑚
𝑚=0
 (7) 173 
2.1 Pitzer’s Model 174 
In the Pitzer’s model, the long-range interactions between the charges are described using the Debye-Huckel 175 
term, while the short-range interactions are modelled using an empirical virial expansion. The coefficients of 176 
this expansion are the virial coefficients. The second virial coefficient is expressed in terms of the 177 
parameters 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0)
, 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1)
, while the third virial coefficient is 𝐶𝑀𝑋
𝜙
. The osmotic and salt activity coefficients can 178 
be calculated from the following equations, which are consistent with the Gibbs-Duhem relationship, eq. (7): 179 
 𝜙 −  1 =  |𝑧𝑀𝑧𝑋|𝑓
𝜙 +  
𝑚
𝑚0
(
 2𝜈𝑀𝜈𝑋
𝜐
) 𝐵𝑀𝑋
𝜙
+  
𝑚2
𝑚02
 
2( 𝜈𝑀𝜈𝑋)
1.5
𝜐
𝐶𝑀𝑋
𝜙
 (8) 180 
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 𝑙𝑛 𝛾± =  |𝑧𝑀𝑧𝑋|𝑓
𝛾  + 
𝑚
𝑚0
(
 2𝜈𝑀𝜈𝑋
𝜐
) 𝐵𝑀𝑋
𝛾  + 
3𝑚2
2𝑚0
2  
2( 𝜈𝑀𝜈𝑋)
1.5
𝜐
𝐶𝑀𝑋
𝜙
 (9) 181 
with 182 
 𝑓𝜙 =  −𝐴𝜙
𝐼0.5
1+𝑏𝐼0.5
  (10) 183 
 𝑓𝛾 =  −𝐴𝜙 [
𝐼0.5
1+𝑏𝐼0.5
+
2
𝑏
ln(1 + 𝑏𝐼0.5)] (11) 184 
 𝐵𝑀𝑋
𝜙
= [𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0) + 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1) exp(−𝛼𝐼0.5)] (12) 185 
 𝐵𝑀𝑋
𝛾 =  2𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0)  +  
2𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1)
𝛼2𝐼
[1 − (1 + 𝛼𝐼0.5  −  
𝛼2𝐼
2
) ∙ exp( − 𝛼𝐼0.5)] (13) 186 
in which 𝜈𝑀, 𝜈𝑋, 𝑧𝑀  and 𝑧𝑋 are the number and the charge of positive and negative ions, respectively, 𝑚0 = 1 187 
mol·kg−1 is the standard molality, b = 1.2 kg1/2·mol−1/2 is a universal parameter; 𝛼 is a numerical constant equal 188 
to 2 for univalent ions; 𝐼 is the ionic strength (mol/kgs) and 𝐴𝜙 is the Debye-Huckel parameter for the osmotic 189 
coefficient. This is related to the long-range forces and depends on solvent type, temperature and pressure, 190 
according to equation (14). 191 
 𝐴𝜙 =
1
3
(
2𝜋𝑁0𝜌𝑤
1000
)
1
2 (
𝑒2
4𝜋𝜖0𝜖𝑘𝑇
)
3
2
 (14) 192 
with 𝑁0 Avogadro’s number (kmol
-1), w the density of the water (kg/m3), e the electron charge (C), k 193 
Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), 𝜖 the relative permittivity of water [19,28], 𝜖0= 8.854187817×10
−12 F⋅m−1 the 194 
permittivity of free space, and T the absolute temperature (K). 195 
𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0)
, 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1)
 and 𝐶𝑀𝑋
𝜙
 are salt specific parameters and can be obtained regressing experimental data of osmotic 196 
coefficients or from vapour pressure measurements. 197 
2.2 The Gibbs free energy of mixing 198 
The maximum amount of work obtainable from any SGP technology is given by the Gibbs free energy of 199 
mixing. When a solution at high concentration is mixed with a solution at low concentration, the resulting 200 
effect is a variation of the Gibbs free energy of the system, i.e. the Gibbs free energy of mixing, which may 201 
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ideally be converted in electricity when no dissipative phenomena are involved in the recovery process [29]. 202 
The Gibbs free energy of a generic salt aqueous solutions is defined as: 203 
 𝐺𝑖 =  𝑛𝑀𝑋,𝑖 𝜇𝑀𝑋,𝑖 + 𝑛𝑠 𝜇𝑀𝑋,𝑠 = 𝑛𝑀𝑋,𝑖 [𝜇𝑀𝑍,𝑖
0 + 𝜈𝑅𝑇 𝑙𝑛( 𝑚±,𝑖 𝛾±,𝑖)] + 𝑛𝑠 [𝜇𝑠,𝑖
0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln(𝑎𝑠,𝑖)] (15) 204 
where 𝑛𝑀𝑋,𝑖  𝜇𝑀𝑋,𝑖 are the product of the salt moles (mol) by the salt chemical potential (J/mol) and 𝑛𝑠 𝜇𝑀𝑋,𝑠 205 
are the product of the water moles (mol) by the water chemical potential (J/mol). The Gibbs free energy of 206 
mixing is evaluated as the difference between the Gibbs free energy of the solution resulting (𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥) from the 207 
mixing and the Gibbs free energy of the two original solutions (i.e. 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝐺ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ): 208 
 ∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 = (𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 − 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑤 − 𝐺ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ) (16) 209 
The Gibbs free energy of mixing (Gmix) is evaluated considering both salt and solvent influence on the 210 
chemical potential. However, when streams at low concentration are considered (as in the case of natural 211 
streams like seawater and river water) the contribution of water can be neglected, thus simplifying equation 212 
(16) by deleting the last term [30]. Conversely, when streams have high salt concentration (as in the case of 213 
saturated brines and in closed loop applications) the effect of water can be significant in the determination of 214 
the free energy of mixing and all terms have to be considered. This is highlighted in Figure 1 for NaCl solutions 215 
at fixed dilute concentration of 10-6 mol/kgs. 216 
 217 
Figure 1. Gibbs free energy of mixing as a function of concentrate NaCl solutions molarity at 25°C calculated 218 
neglecting the effect of water on the chemical potential (without water, blue dashed-line) and including it (with water, 219 
blue line). Dilute molality set at 10-6 mol/kgs. and equal amount of solutions (1 kg) mixed. 220 
 221 
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2.3 Boiling point elevation in electrolyte solutions 222 
The thermal energy consumption (TEC) of the regeneration unit, defined as the thermal energy required to 223 
restore the concentration of the two solutions exiting from the RED unit, depends on heat of vaporization and 224 
boiling point elevation (BPE) (especially when multi-stage approaches are used). In particular, assuming 225 
similar heat of vaporization for salt solutions with the same solvent (e.g. water), the main effect of the salt 226 
consists of an increase (at fixed pressure) of the boiling temperature of the solution compared with the pure 227 
solvent (BPE). In this study, experimental values of BPEs are evaluated from vapour pressure measurements 228 
of salt solutions at different concentrations and temperatures.  229 
In fact, BPE is related to the activity of the solvent in the solution and thus to the osmotic coefficient. The 230 
relevant equations used to evaluate the BPE via Pitzer’s model are reported below. 231 
 𝐵𝑃𝐸 = 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑏 (𝑝𝑠, 𝑚) − 𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑒𝑏 (𝑝𝑠) (17) 232 
where 𝑝𝑠 is derived from equations (5,6 and 8):
 233 
 𝑝𝑠 = 𝑝𝑠(𝑚, 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑏 ) = exp [−
𝜙 (𝑚,𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑏)
1000
𝑀𝑊𝑠 𝑚 𝑣] ∙ 𝑝𝑤(𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑏 ) (18) 234 
For a given 𝑝𝑠 the boiling temperature of pure water (𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑒𝑏 ) or its vapour pressure (𝑝𝑤) can be evaluated using 235 
the Saul and Wagner equation [31]. The actual calculation procedure for BPE starts from fixing a value of 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑒𝑏 , 236 
from which determining 𝑝𝑠 (eq. (18), after fixing a value for m) and, eventually, 𝑇𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑒𝑏  (at ps), thus obtaining 237 
the value of BPE from eq.(17). 238 
  239 
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3 Experimental setup and procedure 240 
3.1 Experimental setup 241 
A schematic representation of the test-rig used to evaluate the partial pressure of salt solutions is shown in  242 
Figure 2. The main element of the system is a static cell consisting of a glass flask equipped with a thermal 243 
jacket, fed with water from a thermal bath which maintains the solution at a controlled temperature measured 244 
with a T-Type thermocouple. 245 
The cell is provided with a glass arm, where the vacuum line and the pressure transducer are connected. The 246 
vacuum line is equipped with (i) a regulating valve, (ii) a cold trap, and (iii) a vacuum pump. The glass tube 247 
connecting the sample flask to the pressure gauge was insulated and maintained at T = 90 °C with a heating 248 
tape to avoid vapour condensation. The solution in the sample flask was agitated during the measurement with 249 
a magnetic stirrer. Details of the experimental apparatus components are reported in Table 1. 250 
Calibration of the system was carried out using pure de-ionized water to determine the temperature offset 251 
between the measured temperature and the temperature in the liquid phase. See appendix A.1 for details. 252 
 253 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the test-rig (a) and picture of the static cell (b) 254 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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Table 1. Specification of the experimental apparatus equipment and reagents. 255 
Components Specifications 
Pressure Transducer General Electric UNIK5000, accuracy: ± 0.165 kPa 
Thermal bath Julabo Corio CD-300F, temperature stability: ±0.03 °C, resolution: ±0.1 °C 
Thermocouples RS Pro Type T Thermocouple Copper probe 814-0153, accuracy: ±0.1 °C 
Heating tape Electrothermal MC5 
Vacuum pump Edwards nXDS 6i 
Magnetic stirrer Hanna Instruments HI 200M 
Balance Mettler Toledo XS205 DualRange, accuracy: ±0.01 mg (0-81 g) and ±0.1 mg (0-220 g) 
Sodium Acetate (NaAc) Sigma Aldrich, purity ≥99.0% 
Potassium Acetate (KAc) Sigma Aldrich, purity ≥99.0% 
Caesium Acetate (CsAc) Sigma Aldrich, purity >99.9% 
Lithium Chloride (LiCl) Sigma Aldrich, purity 99.0% 
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Sigma Aldrich, purity ≥99.0% 
De-ionised water  Elga Centra R200 
 256 
3.2 Test preparation 257 
Solutions were prepared using anhydrous salt (analytical grade, purity > 0.99, Sigma-Aldrich) and de-ionised 258 
water (more details are reported in Table 1). The salt was dried at T = 393 K for 1 week until no mass variation 259 
was detected. The solution was prepared weighing separately the salt and the water. For each test, the salt was 260 
dissolved in 250 g of water at room temperature and the solution was then loaded in the cell for the test. 261 
Before cell loading, the sample solution is degassed with a sonic bath to remove air bubbles, then the solution 262 
was loaded inside the cell, making sure that its level is under the glass arm.  263 
All the dissolved and gaseous air present in the cell was evacuated before running the experiment. Vacuum 264 
was obtained in two steps: the measurement cell (step 1) was cooled to 10°C in order to pull the vacuum at a 265 
temperature in which the solvent vapour pressure is reasonably low. Opening the vacuum valve, the pressure 266 
of the cell decreased until a constant value. Then, the valve was closed and the pressure inside the cell increased 267 
due to the degassing of the dissolved air present in the solution and some evaporation of the solvent. The cell 268 
(step 2) was heated to 50 °C to facilitate the degassing process. When this condition was achieved the valve 269 
was opened briefly to evacuate the gas. After this, step 1 was repeated to achieve a good vacuum level. Any 270 
solvent evaporated during these steps was condensed in the liquid nitrogen trap and this amount of liquid was 271 
measured and the concentration of the solution corrected accordingly. 272 
3.3 Test procedure 273 
Starting from a temperature of 293.15 K, a stepwise increase of 10 K was adopted to reach a final temperature 274 
13 
 
of 363.15 K, always ensuring the attainment of vapour-liquid equilibrium. 275 
To test the experimental apparatus and procedure, experimental measurements of vapour pressures for three 276 
different salt-water solutions (NaCl, LiCl and NaAc) were carried-out. The resulting activities were converted 277 
to osmotic coefficients and compared with literature data. The details of this validation are reported in the 278 
appendix A.1, while new data obtained for CsAc and KAc are reported in the following section. 279 
  280 
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4 Thermodynamic characterization of KAc and CsAc solutions. 281 
Vapour pressure measurements for KAc- and CsAc-water solutions were used to evaluate the corresponding 282 
osmotic coefficients (eqs. 5-6), which are reported in Figure 3 as a function of molality and temperature. For 283 
all the investigated salt-water solutions, the osmotic coefficients increase with the molality of the solution. The 284 
temperature dependence of the osmotic coefficient significantly changes with salt type and molality (see also 285 
the appendix A.1).  286 
 287 
Figure 3.Comparison between calculated and experimental osmotic coefficient for caesium acetate (a) and potassium 288 
acetate (b) as a function of temperature and solution molality. 289 
In order to fit the experimentally evaluated osmotic coefficients (reported in Figure 3) using Pitzer’s model 290 
(eqs. 8, 10 and 12), the virial coefficients were evaluated using the following correlations (eq. 19-21).  291 
 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0) = 𝑏01 + 𝑏02𝑇 (19) 292 
 𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1) = 𝑏11 + 𝑏12𝑇 (20) 293 
 𝐶𝑀𝑋
𝜙
= 𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑇 (21) 294 
where 𝑏0𝑖  , 𝑏1𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 are fitting parameters. The simple linear temperature dependence of the parameters is 295 
used here since it provides a fit that is within the experimental uncertainty and also because it allows for 296 
moderate extrapolation beyond the range of measurements. 297 
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A comparison of osmotic coefficient obtained from experimental measurements of vapour pressure (eqs. 5 and 298 
6) and calculated ones (eq. 8), is depicted in Figure 3.a-b. The fitting parameters adopted in eqs 19-21 are 299 
summarized in Table 2. In the same table, the root-mean-square error (RMSE), which is the difference between 300 
predicted values and actual values of φ, is reported.  301 
Table 2. Fitting parameters adopted to calculate the virial coefficients for CsAc and KAc. 302 
  CsAc KAc 
b01 0.3292 0.2044 
b02 –5.52310-04 –1.66210-04 
b11 –2.924 0.3611 
b12 0.0110 - 
c1 –0.0122 –0.0067 
c2 2.17610-05 - 
RMSE 0.0237 0.0084 
 303 
Previous studies on Potassium and Caesium acetate aqueous solutions [25,26] are available only at 298.15 K 304 
and limited to a maximum molality of 3.5 mol/kgs. The parameters presented in this work extend the range of 305 
applicability of the Pitzer’s equations for both temperatures, i.e. between 20 and 90°C, and molality, i.e. 8 306 
mol/kgs in the case of CsAc and 9 mol/kgs in the case of KAc. A validation with literature data is reported in 307 
Figure 4 at 25°C, as a function of molality.  308 
 309 
Figure 4.Comparison of calculated salt activity and osmotic coefficient for CsAc (a) and KAc (b) and literature 310 
information [25,26] as function of solution molality at 25°C. 311 
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A comparison of experimental BPEs and the ones calculated via Pitzer’s model (see eqs. 17 and 18), as a 312 
function of the solution boiling temperature and salt solution molality, is reported in Figure 5 for CsAc and 313 
KAc, while in appendix for the other studied salts (Appendix A.2). The square markers represent the 314 
experimental values while dashed curves refer to model calculations. For all salts and conditions, experimental 315 
and calculation BPE are in excellent agreement. 316 
 317 
Figure 5. Calculated and experimental BPEs as function of molality and temperature for CsAc and KAc. 318 
 319 
5 Theoretical analysis of closed-loop RED with new saline solutions 320 
The parameters and correlations for evaluating the virial coefficients of KAc and CsAc were used to assess 321 
their osmotic and activity coefficients via Pitzer’s model and the corresponding BPE. Such information is used 322 
to evaluate the Gibbs free energy of mixing of two reference solution and to make estimation of the thermal 323 
power required by a multi-stage evaporative regeneration unit for the studied salt-solutions. Finally, the 324 
theoretical thermal and exergy efficiency of a theoretical closed-loop SGP engine operating with such solutions 325 
are computed.  326 
Energy from mixing electrolyte solutions: the Gibbs free energy of mixing 327 
Figure 6 shows the Gibbs free energy of mixing as a function of the concentrate solution molality, fixing the 328 
dilute molality at 10–6 mol/kgs and considering the same amount of feed solutions (i.e. 1 kg of dilute and 1 kg 329 
of concentrate) at 25°C (typical working temperature of RED units).  330 
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The Gibbs free energy of mixing is a function of (i) salt activity coefficient and (ii) the number of salt moles 331 
contained in the solutions. At constant molality, the higher the salt activity coefficients of the concentrate, the 332 
higher the chemical potential available from mixing the solutions. Accordingly, more energy can be obtained 333 
using a controlled mixing process. On the other hand, for a given molality the moles of salt in 1 kg of solution 334 
is related to the molecular weight of the salt. The higher the molecular weight the lower the moles per kg of 335 
solution. For this latter reason, KAc which has a lower activity coefficient than CsAc and lower molecular 336 
weight gives higher Gibbs free energy. Among the considered salts, the most promising salt in terms of Gibbs 337 
free energy of mixing is LiCl which gives the highest potential, i.e. –120 kJ/kghigh at 17 mol/kgs. Thanks to 338 
their remarkable solubility, also KAc and CsAc have relevant Gibbs free energy, –63 kJ/ kghigh and –55 kJ/ 339 
kghigh at 17 mol/kgs, respectively, which makes them interesting salts for closed loop applications.  340 
 341 
Figure 6. Comparison of Gibbs free energy of mixing for NaCl, LiCl, NaAc, KAc and CsAc at 25°C and considering a 342 
dilute molality equal to 10-6 mol/kgs. The concentration intervals, where the Gibbs free energy is calculated using 343 
extrapolated activity coefficients are indicated using dashed lines. 344 
 345 
5.1 Energy for regenerating electrolyte solutions: Thermal Energy Consumption (TEC) of 346 
single and multi-stage evaporative units. 347 
The effect of the BPE on the performance of the regeneration unit is evaluated considering a simple model to 348 
describe the consumption of a single and multi-stage evaporative process. In both cases, the energy 349 
consumption of the regeneration unit is evaluated considering only the contribution of the energy required to 350 
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regeneration unit the thermal energy consumption per unit of kg of solvent is equal to the solvent’s latent heat 352 
of evaporation (for water λev=2260 kJ/kg at 100°C). In a multi-stage regeneration unit, the thermal energy 353 
consumption depends on the number of stages adopted.  354 
In a multi-stage unit, the regeneration of the solution is achieved dividing the vaporization process in several 355 
steps. Only the steam powering the first stage is generated using external energy source, while the other stages 356 
are powered by the vapour produced in the previous stage. The heat transfer from the condensing vapour to 357 
the evaporating brine is controlled by reducing the pressure along the stages, so that in each evaporative stage, 358 
the solvent reaches the boiling point at lower temperatures. In this way the thermal efficiency of the process is 359 
increased almost proportionally to the number of stages. The BPE often results as a limiting factor for a multi-360 
stage regeneration unit of a RED closed loop system. In fact, the higher the BPE, the higher the temperature 361 
(i.e. pressure) drop required from one stage to the following in order to have a temperature driving force for 362 
heat transfer. Thus, the potential number of stages is reduced. For this reason, high values of BPE have a 363 
negative influence on the efficiency of multi-stage evaporative systems.  364 
In order to quantify the effect of using different type and concentration of salt-water solution in a multi-stage 365 
regeneration unit, a simple model was developed to evaluate the minimum thermal power consumption, 366 
maximizing the number of stages. 367 
 368 
Figure 7. Schematic representation of a multi-stage regeneration unit 369 
The calculation starts from the assumption of a fixed driving force (Texch) equal to 2°C, required in the heat 370 
exchanger to transfer the heat from the steam to the brine. The temperature of the solution in the kth stage 371 
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(𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑒𝑏 ) is calculated subtracting Texch to the temperature of the condensing vapour obtained in the previous 372 
stage (𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘−1
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ):  373 
  𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑒𝑏 = (𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘−1
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ) − 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ  (22) 374 
In the first stage (𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘−1
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ) is the temperature of the external waste heat fixed at 100°C. In each kth stage the 375 
salt solution and the generated vapour are in equilibrium (𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑒𝑏 =𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘
𝑒𝑏 ), but due to the BPE, a superheated 376 
vapour is produced. When reaching the following stage, the super-heated vapour cools down to the condensing 377 
temperature and, eventually, condensates by transferring the latent heat of condensation to the boiling brine. 378 
As an example, the temperature profiles (along the stages) of generated vapour, evaporating brine and 379 
condensing vapour in the subsequent stage is reported in Figure 8 for the case of a regeneration unit consisting 380 
of 4 stages and fed by a 4.6 mol/kgs solution of KAc. Then, the condensation temperature of the vapour in the 381 
kth stage is calculated as: 382 
  𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘−1
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘−1
𝑒𝑏 − 𝐵𝑃𝐸  (23) 383 
where BPE is evaluated at the stage outlet brine molality. 384 
The enthalpy of vaporization of the solvent (λ𝑒𝑣,𝑘) is a function of the boiling temperature of the solution 385 
according to the Watson’s equation [32]: 386 
 λ𝑒𝑣,𝑘 = λ𝑒𝑣,𝑛 [
 𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑒𝑏
𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝑛
𝑒𝑏 ]
0.38
 (24) 387 
where λ𝑒𝑣,𝑛=2260 kJ/kg, 𝑇𝑛
𝑒𝑏= 373 K are the normal latent heat and boiling temperature of pure water, while 388 
𝑇𝑐= 647.3 K is the critical temperature of water. 389 
The mass of solution exiting from the kth stage (𝑤𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) is calculated as: 390 
 𝑤𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑤𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑖𝑛 −
𝑄𝑘
λ𝑒𝑣,𝑘
 (25) 391 
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Where 𝑤𝑠𝑜𝑙,𝑘
𝑖𝑛  is the inlet mass of solution and 𝑄𝑘 the heat provided by the condensation of the vapour produced 392 
in the previous stage (𝑤𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑘−1) computed according to: 393 
 𝑄𝑘 = 𝑤𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑘−1 ⋅ λ𝑒𝑣,𝑘−1 (26) 394 
For the first stage Q1 is the heat provided by the waste-heat and represents the TEC of the multi-stage 395 
regeneration unit.  396 
The molality of the solution feeds in the first stage was evaluated considering the equilibrium concentration 397 
given by mixing 1 kg of concentrate solution (variable concentration from 0.1 to 17 mol/kgs , or up to the 398 
solubility limit for less soluble salts) and 1 kg of dilute solution (mdil=10–6 mol/kgs). Fixing a feed solution 399 
molality, the TEC in the regeneration unit is evaluated by maximizing the number of stages to obtain the 400 
vaporization of 1 kg of solvent limiting the pressure of the solution in the last stage to a minimum of 0.05 bar.  401 
 402 
Figure 8.Example of temperature profile of generated vapour in the previous stage (Tv,eb),condensing vapour (Tv,cond) 403 
and boiling solution (Tsol,eb) along the stages. KAc solution, inlet molality 4.63 mol/kgs, outlet molality 17 mol/kgs.  404 
A comparison of calculated BPEs of different salt aqueous solutions is reported in Figure 9. Figure 9.a, in 405 
particular shows BPEs as a function of the boiling solution temperature, fixing the solutions concentrations at 406 
5 mol/kg. A linear dependence of BPEs from boiling temperature is observed for all the salts considered. In 407 
Figure 9.b BPEs are plotted as a function of solution molality, fixing the boiling temperature at 90°C. For 408 
NaAc and NaCl, BPE was calculated up to saturation molality, referring to the data reported in [12]. In the 409 
case of LiCl, KAc and CsAc, BPE was calculated up to a maximum molality of 17 mol/kgs.  410 
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  411 
Figure 9. Comparison of computed Boiling Point Elevation (BPE) for NaCl, LiCl, NaAc, KAc and CsAc water solutions 412 
as a function of solution boiling temperature fixing the solution molality at 5 mol/kgs (a) and as a function of solution 413 
molality (b) at 90°C. The concentration intervals, where the BPE is calculated using extrapolated osmotic coefficients 414 
are indicated using dashed lines. 415 
 416 
Referring to LiCl, CsAc and KAc, for concentrations higher than 5 molal, the BPE increases rapidly with the 417 
salt concentration. In the case of LiCl, at 90°C the BPE reaches values of about 18°C at 10 mol/kgs and of 418 
34°C at 17 mol/kgs. Relatively lower BPE values are observed for the two acetates (i.e. CsAc and KAc) ranging 419 
between 13-14°C at 10 mol/kgs and between 18-25 °C at 17 mol/kgs. For these salts at high concentration, the 420 
ion-water and ion-ion interactions are so important that they largely affect the solution vapour pressure. In 421 
these conditions, a thermally driven Regeneration Unit would require more thermal energy. In fact, the 422 
possibility to adopt a multi-stage configuration to increase the thermal efficiency of the regeneration unit, is 423 
limited to few stages. 424 
Whit this respect, Figure 10.a reports the maximum number of stages for a multi-stage distillation unit used to 425 
restore the original molality by evaporating 1 kg of water. When an outlet solution molality of 17 mol/kgs is 426 
considered, the maximum number of stages is equal to 5 in the case of CsAc, 4 in the case of KAc while it is 427 
reduced to 2 in the case of LiCl. The lower the number of stages, the higher the thermal power required, which 428 
is equal to 1150 kJ in the case of LiCl, 585 kJ in the case of KAc and 480 kJ in the case of CsAc (Figure 10.b). 429 
At lower molality values (i.e. 6 mol/kgs) close to the saturation molality for NaCl and NaAc, the BPE reaches 430 
maximum values around 6-9 °C for all salts. In this case, a thermally driven regeneration unit can work at 431 
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lower temperature compared to the previous case and if a multi-stage configuration is considered, more stages 432 
can be adopted (i.e. 9-12), with a corresponding TECs ranging between 200-280 kJ. In all cases, a TEC around 433 
100 kJ is obtained when very low outlet molality is considered, i.e. 0.2 mol/kgs, thanks to the adoption of 32 434 
stages (maximum value considering a Texch of 2°C). 435 
Reducing the Texch , results in an increase of the maximum number of stages  and a decrease of thermal energy 436 
consumption in the regeneration unit, but on the other hand produces a dramatic increase of the heat transfer 437 
area required, thus making the scenarios technically and economically infeasible.  438 
 439 
 440 
Figure 10. Maximum number of stages (a) and TEC (b) of the MED unit as function of the regenerated solution.    441 
Twaste-heat=100°C, plast ≥ 0.05 bar Texch=2°C. Dilute molality=10–6 mol/kgs. 442 
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5.2  Thermal and Exergy Efficiency of the ideal RED engine 443 
The effect of using different salt-solutions within a RED heat engine can be analysed looking at the global 444 
thermal efficiency for both single and multi-stage regeneration unit. The theoretical thermal efficiency of the 445 
global system using a single evaporative regeneration unit (𝜂𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒) is evaluated according to equation (27): 446 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ,𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 =
−∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝐶
=
−∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥
2260 𝑘𝐽
 (27) 447 
 Which in the case of a multi-stage distillation process (𝜂𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖) becomes: 448 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 =
−∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥
𝑇𝐸𝐶
=
−∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥
𝑄1
 (28) 449 
The ratio of the thermal efficiency by the Carnot efficiency (ηc) gives the exergy efficiency: 450 
 𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
𝜂𝑡ℎ
𝜂𝑐
 (29) 451 
where ηc is evaluated between the lowest (298.15 K) and the highest (373.15 K) temperatures of the cycle. 452 
It is worth noting that the maximum achievable energy of mixing has been assumed to compute the power 453 
output (as in [33]), though in practical applications such conditions might be not realizable [28]. 454 
The effect of using a different type of salt and solution molality on the theoretical thermal and exergy efficiency 455 
of the RED heat engine are reported in Figure 11.a for a single stage regeneration unit and in Figure 11.b in 456 
the case of a multi-stage distillation process. The thermal efficiency of the single stage system is a monotonic 457 
function of the solution molality. A similar results was obtained by Carati et al. [33], who performed a 458 
theoretical analysis of a SGP engine based on the use of MgCl2, NaCl or NaOH solutions and adopting a single 459 
distillation unit for the regeneration. Also in that case, the highest efficiency was achieved for salts with the 460 
highest BPE, thanks to their highest Gibbs free energy of mixing.  461 
 In the case of less soluble salts, i.e. NaCl and NaAc, thermal and exergy efficiency maintain a monotonic 462 
behaviour also when a multi stage process is taken into account, because the increase in the Gibbs free energy 463 
with the solution molality prevails on the increase of the thermal energy consumption. For both salts (NaCl 464 
and NaAc) a maximum thermal efficiency around 10% is observed at 6 mol/kgs using 11 effects. The thermal 465 
efficiency of the multi stage regeneration unit is ~10 times higher than the one of the single stage systems 466 
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when 6 mol/kgs concentrate solutions are regenerated. 467 
Conversely, the efficiency of the multi stage system is not a monotonic function of the molality due to the 468 
balance of the two different contributions: (i) the increase of the Gibbs free energy of mixing and (ii) the 469 
decrease of the number of effects (or the increase of the TEC). As result, the highest thermal efficiencies 470 
around 13% are achieved for LiCl at 15 mol/kgs and 2 stages and for KAc at 16 mol/kgs and 5 stages. Slightly 471 
lower thermal efficiency of about 12.5% is obtained for CsAc at 15 mol/kgs. Notwithstanding the Gibbs free 472 
energy of mixing of KAc and CsAc are remarkably lower than the one of LiCl, similar overall performance 473 
can be obtained from the three salts thanks to the adoption of a suitable multi-stage evaporative regeneration 474 
unit. 475 
 476 
 477 
Figure 11. Thermal and exergy efficiency for an ideal RED heat engine using a single stage (a) and in a multi stage 478 
regeneration unit. Twaste heat=100°C, plast ≥ 0.05 bar,,Texch=2°C. Dilute molality=10-6 mol/kgs. 479 
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Conclusions  480 
Reverse electrodialysis in closed-loop system is a promising technology for converting low grade waste-heat 481 
into electricity. The adoption of a closed-loop allows the selection of different salt solutions. In particular, in 482 
this work, the possibility of using different salts from NaCl has been investigated. 483 
An experimental campaign has been carried out in a purposely built laboratory set-up in order to characterise 484 
the thermodynamics of several salt solutions (LiCl, NaAc, CsAc and KAc) from solution vapour pressure 485 
measurements. Experimental data were used to determine the coefficients in Pitzer’s model, which allow to 486 
evaluate activity and osmotic coefficients, as well as BPE, of all salt aqueous solutions. Compared to literature 487 
information, the novel data here obtained have allowed to extend the range of applicability of Pitzer’s model 488 
in terms of temperature and molality for the case of CsAc and KAc. 489 
Solubility, activity and BPE are the three thermodynamic features mostly affecting the performance of a RED-490 
heat engine. The higher the salt solubility, the higher the BPE, but the lower the partial pressure of water in 491 
equilibrium with the solution. Thus, an optimal trade-off has to be identified between large chemical energy 492 
stored in the solution (depending on salt activity), which is released by the mixing process, and low energy 493 
requirements for the separation of the solvent for regeneration. The latter can be dramatically affected by high 494 
BPE where multiple-stage evaporation systems are adopted. 495 
A theoretical analysis of the performance of an ideal RED-heat engine is presented, in which a regeneration 496 
with a single stage or multi stage evaporative process is considered. Results indicate how the use of acetate 497 
salts can lead to enhanced performances with respect to NaCl solutions, thanks to higher free energy of mixing 498 
and higher solubility. At the same time, multi-stage regeneration units lead to a remarkable reduction of the 499 
thermal energy consumption, thus enhancing the process overall efficiency, though reducing the available 500 
driving force increasing the heat transfer area requirements. 501 
The highest thermal efficiency around 13%, corresponding to an exergy conversion efficiency of about 50%, 502 
was observed for KAc and LiCl at molalities between 15 and 17 mol/kgs, though the effect of molality becomes 503 
almost negligible above 10 mol/kgs. 504 
26 
 
With this respect, operating at lower concentrations might lead to advantages in terms of better performance 505 
of the actual ion exchange membranes, which are known to lose significantly permselectivity when solute 506 
concentration increases above 5-10 M. This points to the fact that specific interactions between salt solutions-507 
membranes can be the real controlling aspects in the performance enhancement of this technology, thus 508 
requiring a closer consideration of the most recent advances in IEMs technology and their future perspectives.  509 
 510 
  511 
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5.3 NOMENCLATURE 512 
𝑎 Activity (mol/kgs) 
 
𝐴𝐷 Adsorption Desalination 
𝐴𝐸𝑀 Anionic Exchange Membrane 
𝐴𝜙  Debye-Huckel parameter for the osmotic coefficient 
𝑏 Constant parameter 1.2 kg1/2·mol−1/2  
𝑏01, 𝑏02 Fitting coefficients for the first parameter of second virial coefficient  
𝑏11, 𝑏12 Fitting coefficients for the second parameter of second virial coefficient 
𝐵𝑀𝑋 Second viral coefficient  
𝐶𝑀𝑋 Third virial coefficient 
𝐵𝑃𝐸 Boiling point elevation 
𝑐1, 𝑐2 Fitting coefficients for the third virial coefficient 
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑀𝐼𝑋 Capacitive mixing 
𝐶𝐸𝑀 Cation Exchange Membrane 
CsAc Caesium acetate 
𝑒 Electron charge (C), 
𝑒. 𝑚. 𝑓. Electro-motive force (V)  
𝑓 Fugacity (bar) 
𝐺 Gibbs free energy (J) 
𝐻𝐸 Heat Engine 
𝐼 Ionic strength (mol/kgs) 
𝑘 Boltzmann’s constant (J/K) 
KAc Potassium acetate 
LiBr Lithium bromide 
LiCl Lithium chloride 
𝑚 Molality (mol/kgs)  
𝑚0 Standard molality (mol/kgs)  
𝑀𝐷 Membrane Distillation 
𝑀𝐸𝐷 Multi Effect Distillation 
𝑀𝑊 Molecular weight (g/mol) 
𝑛 Moles (mol)  
𝑁0 Avogadro’s Number (kmol
–1) 
𝑁𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 Number of stages of the evaporative regeneration unit 
NaAc Sodium acetate 
NaCl Sodium chloride 
𝑂𝐶𝑉 Open circuit voltage (OCV) 
𝑝 Vapour pressure (bar) 
𝑃𝑅𝑂 Pressure Retarded Osmosis 
 Thermal energy (J) 
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𝑅 Universal gas constant (J/ (mol K))  
RED Reverse electrodialysis 
𝑆𝐺𝑃 Salinity Gradient Power 
𝑇 Temperature (°C or K) 
𝑇𝑐 Critical temperature (K) 
𝑇𝐸𝐶 Thermal energy consumption (J) 
𝑤 mass of solution (kg) 
𝑧 Ion charge (e) 
 
Greek symbols 
𝛽𝑀𝑋
(0)
, Parameter of second virial coefficient 
𝛽𝑀𝑋
(1)
 Parameter of second virial coefficient 
𝜖0 permittivity of free space (F⋅m
−1) 
𝜆𝑒𝑣  Enthalpy of vaporization (kJ/kg) 
𝜇 Chemical potential (J/mol) 
∆T Temperature difference [°C or K] 
𝛼 Numerical constant  
∆𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 Gibbs free energy of mixing (J) 
𝛾 Activity coefficient (dimensionless) 
𝜖 Relative permittivity of water 
𝜂 Efficiency (dimensionless) 
𝜈 Number of ions 
𝜌 Density (kg/m3) 
𝜙 Osmotic Coefficient (dimensionless) 
  
Superscripts  
 
0 Reference state 
+ 
 
Related to positive ion 
− Related to negative ion 
𝜙 Related to the osmotic coefficient  
𝛾 Related to the activity coefficient  
𝑒𝑏 Related to boiling conditions  
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 Related to the condensing vapour 
Subscripts  
± Geometrical average between ions of an electrolyte solution 
 
𝑒𝑥 Related to Exergy 
𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ Related to the heat exchanger 
ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 
 
High concentration stream 
𝑖 
 
Generic species  
𝑖𝑛 Related to the inlet solution  
29 
 
𝑘 Related to the generic evaporative stage 
𝑙𝑜𝑤 
 
Low concentration stream 
𝑀 
 
Related to the cation 
𝑚𝑖𝑥 Related to the mixing solution 
𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 Related to multi stage regeneration unit 
𝑀𝑋 A generic 1-1 electrolyte 
𝑛 Related to normal conditions 
𝑜𝑢𝑡 Related to the outlet solution 
𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 Related to pure solvent 
𝑠 
 
Related to the solvent 
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 Related to single stage regeneration unit 
𝑠𝑜𝑙 Related to the solution 
𝑡ℎ Thermal 
w Related to water 
𝑋 Related to the anion 
𝛾 Related to the activity coefficient  
𝜙 Related to the osmotic coefficient  
𝑣𝑎𝑝 Related to the vapour 
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APPENDIX 600 
A.1. Validation of the experimental methodology 601 
The thermocouple used to evaluate the solution temperature is in a glass branch not directly in contact with 602 
the liquid. Therefore, in order to overcome the uncertainty of the sensor, the cell was first calibrated against 603 
water vapour pressures [31]. Figure A.1 shows the comparison of the temperature measured using the 604 
thermocouple and the actual boiling temperature of the solution. The equation used to correct the measured 605 
values is also reported in the same figure. 606 
 607 
Fig. A. 1 Temperature calibration curve of the thermocouple 608 
In order to validate the overall methodology of extracting the model parameters from the vapour pressure data, 609 
partial pressure measurements for NaCl- and LiCl- water solutions were compared with literature data at 610 
different temperature and pressure, as reported in Table A1.  611 
 612 
 613 
 614 
 615 
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Table A. 1 Comparison of experimental partial pressure of NaCl solutions measured in this work and literature data 616 
[34,35] at different temperature and molality. 617 
This work Literature [34] 
m [mol/kgs] T [°C] p [kPa] m [mol/kgs] T [°C] p[kPa] 
1.032 10.0 1.19 1.029 10.4 1.22 
1.032 20.0 2.27 1.029 20.4 2.32 
1.032 30.0 4.11 1.029 30.8 4.18 
1.032 39.9 7.09 1.029 40.1 7.17 
1.032 49.9 11.85 1.029 50.1 11.99 
1.032 59.9 19.18 1.029 60.1 19.38 
1.032 69.8 29.72 1.029 70.2 30.34 
1.032 79.7 45.09 1.029 80.1 45.76 
2.040 10.3 1.16 2.034 10.4 1.17 
2.040 20.1 2.19 2.034 20.4 2.20 
2.040 30.1 3.97 2.034 30.2 3.98 
2.040 39.9 6.85 2.034 40.2 6.92 
2.040 49.9 11.41 2.034 50.1 11.49 
2.040 59.9 18.43 2.034 60.1 18.59 
2.040 69.8 28.78 2.034 70.0 28.98 
2.040 79.7 43.38 2.034 80.0 43.87 
2.040 89.6 63.94 2.034 90.0 64.85 
3.131 10.1 1.10 3.141 10.4 1.12 
3.131 20.0 2.09 3.141 20.4 2.12 
3.131 30.0 3.79 3.141 30.2 3.80 
3.131 39.9 6.54 3.141 40.2 6.58 
3.131 50.0 10.96 3.141 50.2 10.95 
3.131 59.9 17.52 3.141 60.1 17.73 
3.131 69.8 27.37 3.141 70.1 27.67 
3.131 79.7 41.35 3.141 80.1 41.93 
3.131 89.4 61.00 3.141 90.0 62.01 
5.424 20.0 1.84 5.423 21.3 1.99 
5.424 30.1 3.34 5.423 30.9 3.50 
5.424 40.0 5.80 5.423 40.5 5.94 
5.424 50.0 9.69 5.423 50.3 9.79 
5.424 59.9 15.49 5.423 60.1 15.73 
 618 
Table A. 2 Comparison of experimental partial pressure of LiCl solutions measured in this work and literature data 619 
[22] at different temperature and molality. 620 
This work Literature [22] 
m [mol/kgs] T [°C] p [kPa] m [mol/kgs] T [°C] p[kPa] 
3.001 30.1 0.037 3.01 30 0.0368 
3.001 40.0 0.0645 3.01 40 0.0642 
3.001 50.0 0.1081 3.01 50 0.1078 
3.001 59.9 0.1743 3.01 60 0.1747 
3.001 69.9 0.2725 3.01 70 0.2741 
6.0018 30.2 0.0293 5.998 30 0.0289 
6.0018 40.1 0.051 5.998 40 0.0506 
6.0018 50.0 0.085 5.998 50 0.0851 
6.0018 60.0 0.1384 5.998 60 0.1382 
6.0018 69.8 0.2157 5.998 70 0.2175 
10.1829 30.0 0.0169 10.168 30 0.0172 
10.1829 40.0 0.0302 10.168 40 0.0307 
10.1829 50.0 0.0519 10.168 50 0.0527 
10.1829 60.0 0.0861 10.168 60 0.087 
10.1829 69.8 0.1368 10.168 70 0.1393 
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 621 
A comparison of osmotic coefficients obtained from experimental measurements of solution vapour pressure 622 
for Sodium Chloride, (ii) Lithium Chloride and (iii) Sodium Acetate water solutions  and the ones obtained 623 
using literature models is reported in figure A.1. The modelling osmotic coefficients refer to calculated values 624 
obtained using literature virial coefficients (Pitzer’s model), as in the case of NaCl [20] and NaC2H3O2 [24], 625 
or fitting available literature model for osmotic coefficients, as in the case of LiCl [21]. For each salt, several 626 
molalities and solution temperatures were analysed. 627 
 628 
 629 
Fig. A. 2.Comparison between experimental and model osmotic coefficient for NaCl (a), NaAc (b) and LiCl (c) as a 630 
function of molality and solution temperature. Pitzer’s coefficients from literature date [20–22,24]. 631 
At low concentration and temperature (or vapour pressure) the relative experimental error increases. The error 632 
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bars in the figures are evaluated according to the expression: 633 
 ∆ϕ =
−1000
2MWm
∆p
p
 (18) 634 
a very small deviation in vapour pressure can lead to an important deviation in ,  when the molality m  tends 635 
to zero [34].This means that the evaluation of experimental virial coefficients through experimental osmotic 636 
coefficients with the proposed test rig can be done with a low error at concentrations above 2 molal and 637 
temperatures higher than 20°C, which are the conditions of interest in this study. 638 
A.2. Boiling point elevation 639 
Figure A.2 reports the comparison of calculated and experimental BPE for NaCl, NaAc and LiCl water 640 
solutions, confirming that the values obtained from the experimental apparatus are sufficiently accurate to 641 
determine the theoretical efficiency of the regeneration process.  642 
 643 
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 645 
Fig. A. 3. Calculated and experimental BPEs as function of molality and temperature for NaCl, NaAc and LiCl. 646 
 647 
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